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ABSTRACT
Mobile data services and communication exchange is
becoming more popular in developing countries due
to the rapid advancements in mobile phone services
and reduced cost. Cultural differences in user
requirements and usability needs are vital issues in
the design of an effective user interface to maximize
acceptability and to achieve higher user acceptability.
However, the effect of cultural differences on
localized mobile interface has not received much
attention. This paper identifies a set of challenging
design attributes for Arabic mobile user interface and
data services and proposes a number of design
heuristics for bilingual (Arabic and English) user
interface to increases acceptability and consequently
usability. Our aim from this research is to develop a
set of guiding principles to assist in the design of
Arabic user interface in mobile phones and mobile
services.

KEYWORDS- Usability; mobile phones; keypad
design; cross-cultural usability; HCI; Arabic and
English Language.

INTRODUCTION
Mobile data and communication services have
advanced from only a narrowband voice services
to broadband voice and data services that include
SMS, MMS and RCS (Rich Communication
Suite) in addition to a variety of audio and video
(multimedia) and data exchange applications.
This advancement in mobile technology and its
relative low cost helped in the accelerated spread
of mobile services to more places around the
globe and to include users of different
backgrounds and languages including Arabic.
Since English was the main language in the
development and design of mobile phones and
its services, its influence on localized design is
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detrimental since it does not take into account
the important cultural difference and the role
these differences play in design acceptability if
not properly localized.
Human Computer Interaction researchers are
challenged to provide usable products that are
acceptable to global users. Despite the fact that
many factors influence the success of a
computerized product, including presentation,
language, and cultural differences, little research
has been conducted on the influence of
differences and its effects on user acceptability
and the overall user satisfaction. Software
products localization [1, 2, 3] addressed the
effects of translation rather than deep
localization thus; ignoring the impact of local
variations and user requirements and its
variations.
Non-language related challenges in mobile
design such as size of display, button size, and
location of control buttons are shared among all
mobile users but have an influence on usability
for some languages such as Arabic.
In this research, we conducted a study to identify
the challenges facing mobile interface design in
Arabic, we elicited important usability
requirement of Arabic users that have an effect
on the acceptability of current mobile interfaces.
We surveyed 150 Arabic speaking users from
different age groups and education levels on
their assessment of the Arabized interface to
determine reasons of inadequacy. We also
identified the relationships between these points
and the cultural influence on the acceptability
and overall usability.
Even though touch based mobile phones are
popular these days, this research addresses
challenges presented to users of both types of
mobile phones, button-based phones and touch
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based phones since common challenges are
shared by both types of mobile phones.

1.1 The Arabic Language
The Arabic language is made-up of 28 characters
with several distinctive features; several groups
share the basic graphical appearance (glyph) and
are characterized by dots above or below the
character. It is written cursively from right to left
(with the exception of numerals) and most
characters are linked together from either side.
While some characters have only one glyph,
some characters can have two or four different
glyphs depending on its position within a word
(beginning, middle, end, or alone). In addition
and for comprehension clarity, a number of
vowels are also added above or below some
characters but not commonly used in modern
Arabic which is written only with consonants,
and any uncertainty in meaning is resolved in
context.
While Arabic numerals are used in most western
languages, most Arabic speaking countries
adopted the Hindi numerals and are written
separately from left to right and handled just like
the Latin numbers in terms of reading and
positional value.
All Arabic writing technological challenges are
well resolved in most computer platforms and
are also well standardized in web based
applications but is lacking in mobile services.
The following table shows some of the Arabic
characters and their glyph and positional
appearances.
Table 1. Characters and their Positional Glyphs

ت ه
غ ج
غس جا تس ها
بغد عجو متع بهق
سغ ثج ست سه

Stand
Alone
beginning
Middle
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End

Modern Arabic is spoken by approximately 200
million in many Middle Eastern and North
African countries with different dialects, and is
considered as the first language in All the Arab
countries in both regions [4]. While English is
considered as a second language in Asian Arab
countries, the African Arab countries consider
French their second language. All computer
platforms and mobile phone manufacturers
support Arabic services for user interface and
data handling.
According to [4,5] the influence of English on
Middle Eastern Arab cultures is apparent in its
adoption not only in technological related areas
but also in other social and commercial use. This
impact is more noticeable in mobile services
since it appeals more to the younger generation
that finds it easier to work with new technology
in its native language mainly English.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Mobile phone design is a complex process since
in incorporates data services and communication
capabilities. The complexity of such a system
requires greater design considerations as
explained in [6]. And since a mobile phone is a
personalized system, user-centered design
methodology must be employed to focus on the
needs of users [7]. Jakson also emphasized a
similar view to capture the needs of the target
group using the user-centered design [8].
Common challenging problems facing buttonbased mobile interface designs which include
size of display screen in comparison with the
amount of information displayed and size of
keyboard; multiple control functions per button
in comparison with steps needed to perform a
function, multiple characters per button
especially in multilingual keyboard, size and
number of buttons as identified in [9, 10] .
A thorough user interface design must be
effective and efficient in order to achieve a high
degree of usability according to [11]. Usability
and the entire concept of Interaction design
principles include Learnability, Efficiency,
Memorability, Error recovery, Simplicity,
Mapping, Visibility, Feedback, Consistency, and
Satisfaction. These concepts ensure a user
interface that is perceivable, operable, and well
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understood [12]. However, the Domination of
Nokia styles design in mobile user interfaces has
the greatest effect on the advancement and the
diversity of a usable UI [13].
Localization and cross-cultural interface design
received great attention from researchers to show
the relationship between the cultural dimensions
and design [14]. However, translation on its own
despite its importance, is not localization it is
rather a shallow representation of a user interface
that leads to frustration and maybe rejection of
the product. Oshlyyansky focused on the
importance of the culture and not only the
language when designing a culture specific
product [14]. Others emphasized on the
importance of the invisible influence of culture
on the design of user-centered design as in [15]
and [16]. Many researchers proposed guidelines
on how to formulate a language-dependent
interface design elements such as in [17]. These
elements include date format, currency symbols,
fonts, and measurement standards.
Choi et al. identified 10 mobile phone attributes
that have a high correlation with cultural
dimensions that are extended to all cultures.
These attributes range from the physical layout
to the logical ordering and content presentation
[16].
While standalone software products and web
based services have a standard interface reflected
on most applications, mobiles and mobile
services lack a standardized interface which
makes localization a harder problem to adapt to
local environment.

attributes were chosen based on existing
interface and their potential future use. Table 2
includes the challenges presented to the users to
evaluate their appropriateness. In addition, the
survey requires some background questions
regarding the use of Arabic and English both in
the work environment and in mobile services.
Table 2. Challenge Attributes to Mobile Users









Size of display
Logical Ordering
of Menu Items
Efficient Layout
or Space Usage
Variety of Font
Sizes
Variety of Font



Iconic Menu Style





Clear
Menu
Labeling
Proper Menu List
Length
Representation of
Long Menu in a
Single Line
Searching
Facilities
Size of keys
Appropriate help
and Documentation






Bilingual typing (
switching between 2
languages)
Appropriate Arabicbased Apps
Editing functions
Typing direction

Convenient Way of
Operating Keys
Proper
Space
between Lines
Satisfaction
of
Arabic design and
use



Ease of use



Expectations












THE CHALLENGE SURVEY
To identify challenges to Arabic user interface,
we prepared a questionnaire for 150 randomly
selected mobile users with different background,
gender, age, and education. We conducted the
challenge survey to examine how the Arabic
language is used in mobile interface and to
identify further challenge attributes as described
by the diverse users. We divided the usability
challenges into 5 major levels; display,
translation of text, keypad and characters, typing
effects, and attention span and visual
Recognition.
This survey examined 29 challenges derived
from the five identified levels. The set of
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Proper translation
Use of unfamiliar
phrases
Localized settings



Keyboard layout



Number of characters
on key
Character selection
strokes
Icon
names
(
Translation)
Proper Menu labels





We also asked our participants to suggest or
include any challenges that were not included in
the questionnaire. And what are some of the
points that need more help to make the UI design
more acceptable and usable for the Arab users.
RESULTS
From the 150 participants only 78% (117)
participants returned the survey and the majority
were from the age group 18-23 years old college
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students with a good background in English.
Figure 1 show results of age group participants
and knowledge of English which shows that
most of the young users of mobile phones and
services either study English or use English in
their work environment with minimal use of
Arabic mainly in text messages.

Use of Arabic Text in English UI

120
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60

Age Groups

40
20
Less 17

18 to 23

24 to 29

30 to 34

35 to 39

40 to 50

50 more

0

% Use of English
UI

Figure 1. Age Groups and the Use of English UI and
Arabic Text

The reasons for not using the Arabic UI varied
from the simple to the more deep reasons but all
are included within our suggested challenge
attributes. However, and despite the low number
of Arabic UI users (15% of all sampled), their
reasons to use the Arabic UI are of interest as
shown in figure 2. Three users emphasized on
the importance of the culture and the national
pride of the language despite the difficulty of the
UI at the beginning. Correlation between low
proficiency in English and the use of Arabic UI
is evident and mainly in the use of technical
terms as our results clearly shows that this point
affects the majority of our sampled users.

Figure 2. Reasons for Using Arabic UI

Since the majority of our sampled mobile users
prefer the English user interface and find it more
convenient to operate specially in a network
environment, their reasons for not using the
Arabic UI vary dramatically as shown in both
figures 3 and 4. For clarity and distinction
between the different challenging attributes, we
divided these attributes into two figures where
figure 3 shows the most significant attributes and
figure 4 for the least significant ones.
The majority of our sampled mobile users (98%)
agree on the difficulty and the negative effects of
the key layout and keyboard on the usability and
acceptability of Arabic enabled mobile phones as
shown in figure 3. Figure 5 shows different key
layouts and a variety of keyboards which clearly
demonstrates the inadequacy of such layout. In
addition, the number of characters on a button
exceeds 5 characters in some cases as also shown
in the first image of figure 5, and this attribute
received 98% significance as a challenge to
usability. The above two attributes have more
influence on usability when combined with a
small button size.

Why Arabic UI

Why Arabic UI
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Figure 3. Most Significant Factors in not Using Arabic
UI

The effects of improper translation (95%) and
inadequate localization (87%) are significant in
acceptability as clearly shown in figure 3. The
majority of sampled users noticeably identified
the inadequacy of translation, localized settings,
and the use of unfamiliar phrases in Arabic UI as
having great influence on usability. Also, the
help and documentation on the use of Arabic UI
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suffers from the same inadequacy since 89% of
the sampled who actually use the help confer the
difficulty. Bilingual and bidirectional typing for
many users represent a challenge due to the
switching of curser position and direction
specially during editing. This point is even
greater since most mobile platforms lack the
variety of fonts(92%) or any variations of font
size or style since Arabic is glyphic which seen
by our sample as significant challenge.
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In modern mobile phones, mainly Android touch
phones that do not follow the Nokia style, many
of the above attributes still receive unsatisfactory
evaluation from the general users. These new
platforms include a plethora of readymade
applications including Arabic based ones.
However, many of our sampled users still see
that these platforms and Apps are far from
answering the needs of Arabic based mobile
designs.

Least Sig. Attributes

Figure 4. Least Significant Factors in not Using Arabic UI

Figure 4 below, shows that a number of
attributes have less influence on usability of
mobile phone UI regardless of its language.
While some attributes received almost 80%
contribution to usability and acceptability such
as menu length and ability to search (Internet
search), other attributes received less that 40% as
the overall satisfaction of Arabic design and ease
of use. To most of our sampled users, many of
these challenging attributes are language
independent and shared among most of the
platforms. None the less, when these attributes
are combined with Arabic UI, their effect
becomes more drastic and need more attention.
Figure 5. Different layouts of keys and keyboards of
Arabic Enabled Mobiles

ARABIC UI DESIGN GUIDE LINES
All our sampled users recommended a number of
design suggestions based on their experience
with Arabic UI and the need to increase the level
of both usability and acceptability. Some of the
recommendations are general and not language
dependent but fall within the basic usability
design of a UI. Following are ten proposed
design guidelines for Arabic user interface:
The UI must be consistent across platforms and
different devices.
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The use of Icons, Menus, Lists, and commands
must be based on recognition and not
memorization.
Translation must be on all services and must be
proper and to use common terms
Provide users with the ability to Localize device
settings and to select options
Provide variety of fonts including the ability to
control size, style, and effects.
Network setting must be provided in Arabic with
suggested options.
Provide standard keyboard layout similar to
computer QUERTY layout.
Changing typing direction must be controlled by
users and indicated visually.
Provide minimum keystrokes in selecting
different characters.
Provide well translated help and documentations
to asset users in setting their device and in
choosing different services.
CONCLUSION
This paper surveyed the challenges of Arabic
user interface and identified a number of
attributes affecting acceptability and usability of
in a bilingual society. The challenges were
divided into significant attributes and
insignificant ones based how much it influences
usability and acceptability identified by surveyed
users.
Our results show clearly the need for a deeper
understanding of user's needs in terms of
standardizing user interface to achieve higher
usability and acceptability. It also showed that
some of the mobile technology challenges are
language dependent while others are common
among all platforms and languages.
Furthermore, in this paper we proposed a set of
design guidelines for a more acceptable and
useable
user
interface
based
on
recommendations of our sampled users. The
guidelines range from the effect of proper
translation and localization, to the need in
adopting a more comprehensive design issues to
promote the use of local languages based on
user's needs, proper translation, and adequate
localization.
The interaction between mobile users and the
environment is a complicated issue that has a
great influence on usability and acceptability.
This relation must be studied regularly based on
ISBN: 978-0-9891305-5-4 ©2014 SDIWC

the fast changing mobile technology and the
skills development of users; hence our proposed
guidelines and their suitability and their
effectiveness are the subject of future research
work.
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